
PREMIER PROPERTY INFO LIKE YOU’VE NEVER SEEN BEFORE!
Title Toolbox is a revolutionary application that enhances the various ways property data 

can be delivered to you as an Agent or Lender. Title Toolbox is the only application that 

provides property data in a “Live format”, which is far more advanced than receiving data 

in an Excel spreadsheet. Property data being “Live”, allows for automatic property updates 

within your farms, “alerts” on changes within your farms, and the ability to share data 

between you and your data provider. Title Toolbox offers you the ability to pinpoint the best 

farming areas self-serve or allows your data provider to do that work for you - and “Share” 

the work directly into your Title Toolbox Account.

TITLE TOOLBOX  OVERVIEW

HERE IS WHY TITLE TOOLBOX IS FOR YOU:

Premier Leads

Nationwide Property Data Accessibility

Find the BEST Farming Areas by Turnover Rate

Farms & Lists are Constantly Updated  

Receive Email Alerts on Your Farms 

Have Farms Created for You 

and Shared to Your Account 

Analyze Any Farm Area 

PREMIER TITLE AGENCY WWW.PTANOW.COM

This advertising is for informational purposes only. Actual coverages and your eligibility may vary by company and state. For exact terms, conditions, exclusions, eligibility and limitations, please contact a title insurance company authorized to do business 
in your location. For more information on owner’s title insurance, visit www.PTANow.com The material contained herein is for informational and educational purposes only. It should not be used as a substitute for legal, accounting, or other professional 
advice. If legal advice or other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent professional should be sought. Although believed to be reliable at the time of its creation, Premier Title Agency makes no representations or warranties that such 
information is still accurate or current. Except as noted or contained third party links, the contents of this marketing piece is the property of Premier Title Agency. Reproduction without prior written permission from Premier Title Agency is prohibited. JM
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